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Abstract

Electrovibration tactile displays exploit the polarisation of the finger pad, caused by an insulated high voltage supplied plate. This results in electrostatic attraction, which can be used to modulate the users perception of an essentially flat surface and induce texture sensation. Two analytical models of electrovibration, based on parallel plate capacitor assumption, are demonstrably taken and assessed by comparisons with experimental results published in literature. In addition, an experimental setup was developed to measure the electrostatic force between the finger pad and a high voltage supplied plate in a static and out-of-contact state in order to support the use of parallel plate capacitor model. Development, validation, and application of a computational framework for modelling tactile scenarios on real and virtual surfaces rendered by electrovibration technique is presented. The framework incorporates fully parametric model in terms of materials and geometry of the finger pad, virtual and real surfaces, and can serve as a tool for virtual prototyping and haptic rendering in electrovibration tactile displays. This is achieved by controlling the applied voltage signal in order to guarantee similar lateral force cues in real and simulated surfaces.
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1. Introduction

When exploring the shape of an object, we perceive geometrical and force cues. Although these cues are correlated, it had been long assumed that the shape perception relies on geometrical features only. Robles-De-La-Torre and Hayward \cite{1} refuted this assumption by showing, that regardless of the surface geometry, only force and force-related information were enough to determine shape perception through active touch. Later, Wiertlewski and Hayward \cite{2} found that it...
is possible to characterise the tactual properties of the textures by profiling the tangential force between the exploring finger and the surface. For texture recognition, it suffices to provide spatial information only as it can be used for perceptual purposes due to the mechanical properties of the finger.

Following the idea of Wiertlewski et al. [3] of encoding the texture in terms of lateral force, technologies for haptic feedback, based on the modulation of friction between the finger pad and tactile display, have been developed. Two most promising techniques are: (i) ultrasonic vibration [4–6] and (ii) electrovibration [7–17]. Although the governing mechanisms for both techniques are different as the former reduces while the latter increases the perceived friction, it has been proven that the perception is similar for both techniques and related to friction change only [18]. In this work the attention is given to electrovibration only. Physical implementation of electrovibration does not include any moving parts and mechanical actuators, has very low power consumption, and the scale-up of the process is feasible. Hence, it may be considered as a valid approach when aiming to provide the user with high fidelity haptic feedback in next generation mass market devices.

Although the phenomenon of electrical attraction between the skin and a charged surface was first reported almost hundred years ago by Johnsen and Rahbek [19] and later theoretically and phenomenologically explained by Mallinckrodt et al. [20] in mid-fifties, it has received only limited attention in computer user interface industry until the recent progress in tactile display development and optimisation in finger position tracking. First reported attempt to exploit the phenomenon in tactile displays for visually impaired was performed by Strong and Troxel [16]. The psychophysical threshold experiments showed that the intensity of texture sensation is strongly correlated with the peak applied voltage signal, as well as with its frequency, and the electrode area. The phenomenon was also investigated by Grimnes [21], who introduced the term electrovibration. Grimnes was mainly investigating the effect on non-palmar sites of hand (knuckles) as he concluded that due to the large thickness of stratum corneum on palmar side the response was poor and irregular. In a preliminary report Beebe et al. [9] proposed a haptic tactile display based on the idea of Strong and Troxel [16], but did not present any concrete experimental measurements. Tang and Beebe [22] continued the research by optimising the display and performing psychophysical evaluations of the thresholds, line separation, and pattern recognition in similar manner as Strong and Troxel [16], to allow for comparison. In current applications, all screen area is equally charged, allowing only single-finger stimulation, although the initial attempts allowed for a local fingertip stimulation with matrix of electrodes [7, 10, 16, 22].

Despite numerous possible applications of haptic displays, little has been done in designing and evaluating algorithms for generating high fidelity tactile sensations. Romano and Kuchenbecker [23] introduced haptography, a technique that incorporates record-and-replay procedure, in which
recorded values of quantities such as forces, displacements, accelerations, measured during real
surface exploration are replayed during exploration of a virtual surface. Kim et al. [11] proposed
an algorithm for rendering 3D ridges as a function of surface gradient profile and a friction model,
based on psychophysical experiments. Another widely used technique uses the greyscale of the
displayed image and evaluates the applied voltage (friction) at a screen location in dependence to
the gray levels of the pixels.

Yet, the mathematical modelling of electrovibrations still represents an open problem. Mallinck-
rodt et al. [20] observed that individuals do not perceive the stimulus in the same way and that
simulation on different parts of hand, or even body, yields different response. Doubling of the
frequency was also reported, as well as the absence of the phenomenon when finger is stationary
or wet. This led them to conclude that the resin-like sensation perceived when exploring a charged
surface is not a consequence of electrostimulation of mechnano-receptors, but rather of friction in-
crease due to the electrostatic force. They argued that the electrostatic force acts in a parallel
plate capacitor (Fig. 1a), between two conductive plates (charged metal plate and the conducting
tissue of the body) and one or two dielectrics (insulating layer on the metal surface and stratum
corneum), which is widely accepted by the research community nowadays.

Analytical models based on parallel plate capacitor theory assumption have been proposed
for modelling of electrovibrations, but the research community is still ambivalent which approach
best describes the phenomenon (§2.1). For this reason, two models were demonstrably taken
and assessed against experimental results reported by Strong and Troxel [16], Meyer et al. [13] and
current study. Considering the phenomenological nature of the proposed models and its parameters
being open to interpretation, e.g. contact area, electrical and material skin properties, effective
voltage of the system, the experimental results are used to assess the physical meaning of the
parameters in analytical modelling by inverse analysis (§3.2).

Little has been reported on measuring the electrostatic force between the finger pad and voltage
supplied plate. Lack of experimental data is mostly due to the fact that the force is hard to
measure since it is inner to the system, and that measuring it requires very high precision sensors.
Moreover, there is a topical question regarding tribological properties of the finger [24, 25] and
unpredictability of skin properties among population. Meyer [26] considered different procedures
to measure the force, and finally decided on indirect assessment of electrostatic force by measuring
its effect on friction. Reported tribological experimental measurements confirm the quadratic
relationship between the imposed force and the applied voltage, and also demonstrate a large
person to person variability. Shultz et al. [27] have also performed tribological measurements,
although the range of forces used in their experiment are much larger than the forces anticipated
in touchscreen exploration. It should be noted, that [27] considers the electroadhesion based haptic
displays, which differ from Coulomb force based displays, that are the topic of current paper.

One of the questionable assumptions in modelling electrovibration is the use of an infinite parallel plate capacitor model to describe the problem which is neither parallel nor infinite, as finger pad is curved and has fingerprints. In order to evaluate the assumption an experimental setup was designed (§2.2) with a twofold goal, namely (i) to estimate the fringing effects due to finger pad curvature, and (ii) to evaluate the influence of air, as an additional dielectric between the stratum corneum and the screen insulator, on the imposed electrostatic force (Fig. 1b). The experimental results are presented in section §3.1.

Due to inadequacy of global analytical parallel plate capacitor model to predict an out of contact case (§3.2.3) a discrete model is proposed based on integration of the electrostatic pressure over the finger pad area (§2.3.1), which takes into account finger pad geometry and can be relatively easily implemented in general finite element (FE) software. The discrete model adequately estimates the imposed electrostatic force when finger is in contact with the surface and when it is hovering above, the latter being an extreme non parallel case (§3.2.4).

Previous finite element studies of human touch [28–38] mostly consider two or three dimensional simulations of finger tactile exploration, studying mechanical behaviour at the point of contact or within the soft tissue. Abdolvahab [39] proposed a biomechanical model of a finger for simulation of the squeeze film effect, i.e., friction reduction due to the ultrasonic vibrations, by simulating a finger sliding over a surface with a step down, and a flat surface with a small region of decreased coefficient of friction.

Here, based on the discretised electrostatic model, a 2D multi-physics finite element framework for virtual prototyping of electrovibration friction-based haptic displays is proposed (§2.3). An algorithm for rendering haptic sensations is introduced, where friction profiles, obtained from finite element simulations of tactile scenarios, are used as an input to control the voltage signal electrovibration displays (§2.3.4). Currently proposed multi-physics computational framework is capable of simulating arbitrary tactile scenarios, including friction modulation due to electrostatic attraction directly from applied voltage signal, without changing the material properties of the surface. Haptic rendering of a flat surface with a sharp transition in friction, and a surface with fine asperities mimicking a real texture, is demonstrated in §3.2.5.
2. Methods

2.1. Analytical models of electrovibrations

By assuming a classical Coulomb friction law, the electrostatic force \( F_e \) contributes to the total lateral force \( F_t \) as

\[
F_t = \mu (F_n + F_e),
\]

where \( F_n \) denotes the applied normal force and \( \mu \) the coefficient of friction. The Coulomb electrostatic force \( F_e \) between the plates of a parallel plate capacitor with a single dielectric is expressed as

\[
F_e = \frac{\epsilon_0 \epsilon AU^2}{2d^2},
\]

where \( U \) denotes the potential difference between the plates, i.e. the voltage applied, \( A \) plate surface area, \( \epsilon_0 \) permittivity of vacuum, and \( \epsilon \) and \( d \) relative permittivity and thickness of the dielectric, respectively.

Strong and Troxel [16] proposed the first mathematical model for electrostatic attraction between the finger pad and the charged surface based on the experimental results as:

\[
F_{st} = \frac{\epsilon_0 \epsilon AU^2}{2\left(\frac{d_{sc}}{\epsilon_{sc}} + \frac{d_i}{\epsilon_i}\right)^2},
\]

taking into account both the surface insulator 'i' and the stratum corneum 'sc' as dielectrics.

Kaczmarek et al. [10], who were investigating the effect of voltage polarity in electrovibration tactile displays, questioned (3) by claiming that, when either \( d_{sc} \) or \( d_i \) approaches zero, or when \( \epsilon_{sc} = \epsilon_i = \epsilon \), the expression should equal (2), but instead it differs by the factor of \( \epsilon \), i.e.

\[
F_{e}^{st} = \frac{\epsilon_0 \epsilon^2 AU^2}{2d^2}.
\]

The expression they proposed instead was derived from first principles by differentiating capacitor co-energy with respect to total thickness of capacitor \( d = d_i + d_{sc} \), i.e. assuming distensible insulators and constant voltage:

\[
F_{e}^{K} = \frac{\epsilon_0 AU^2}{2\left(\frac{d_{sc}}{\epsilon_{sc}} + \frac{d_i}{\epsilon_i}\right)\left(d_{sc} + d_i\right)}.
\]

Expression (5) was adopted by Bau et al. [8], Radivojevic et al. [15], Giraud et al. [40], Vezzoli et al. [17, 18] and Kim et al. [12], but questioned by Meyer et al. [13], who adopted (3) as described in [26]. Shultz et al. [27] proposed alternative derivation of the expression based on Johnsen-Rahbek effect by the means of assumed system impedance, which yields slightly modified Strong and Troxel’s equation as:

\[
F_{e}^{st} = \frac{\epsilon_0 \epsilon AU^2}{2\epsilon \left(\frac{d_{sc}}{\epsilon_{sc}} + \frac{d_i}{\epsilon_i} + \frac{d_i}{\epsilon_i}\right)^2},
\]
and introduced the air layer (denoted by ‘a’ in the expression (6)), as it has been reported previously, that electrostatic attraction is present even if finger pad and the charged plate are out of imminent contact [17].

Air layer can also be included in case of (5), where, again based on derivation from the first principles, the equation reads

\[ F_e = \frac{\varepsilon_0 AU^2}{2(\frac{d_s}{\varepsilon_s} + \frac{d_a}{\varepsilon_a} + \frac{d_i}{\varepsilon_i})(d_s + d_a + d_i)}. \] (7)

Although the assumption of distensible dielectrics in the case of (5) might be acceptable, one might doubt it in case of (7): the insulator and the stratum corneum are solid dielectrics, while their electrical properties might be altered by mechanical stress, and displacement would mostly happen in the air gap (liquid dielectric). The appropriate equation should therefore be derived by differentiation of the co-energy with respect to the air gap only, which results in (6), unless the space filled with liquid dielectric is assumed [26, 41].

Similar discussion and disputes about the choice of appropriate model also appear in other fields, such as electrostatic chuck applications [42], where it is argued that both formulations have their validity, depending on their use, for example in FE simulations.

2.2. Electrostatic force in out-of-contact state

The experimental setup was designed to measure electrostatic attraction, induced by a high voltage, supplied between a finger pad and a plate. Due to the nature of the electrostatic force and tribological finger pad properties, the force is hard to measure once the bodies are brought into contact. Hence, static out-of-contact approach is considered, i.e. the finger and the plate are both motionless and do not form immediate contact.

Description. The main components of the setup, as depicted in Fig. 2 comprise a chemical scale (BP410, Sartorius, Germany) acting as a force sensor, a tactile plate attached to the scale, a vertical bench placed over the scale and equipped with two micro-positioners (M-SDS40, Newport, USA), and a finger-holder. The tactile plate comprises a copper tape, 10 × 4 cm in size, which is glued to the scale and covered with a plastic insulator (\(d_i = 0.090 \text{ mm}, \varepsilon_i = 3.35\)). The plate is connected to a high voltage amplifier (HVA2kV, Ultravolt, USA); see [40] for more details on safety issues. The finger-holder has a shape of a wedge, is clamped to the horizontal bench with magnets and positions the finger so that the angle between longitudinal axis of the finger and the plate is 30°.

Participants. Eleven volunteers were recruited for the study, including eight males and three females, aged between 22 and 57 years with a median age of 28 years. They all gave their informed consent and did not report any skin condition or tactile deficit.
**Procedure.** Participants were placed in front of the setup, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Oral description of the setup and explanation of one’s task was given to each of them. Using digital caliper, dimensions of each participant left index finger pad were taken, namely, width and height of the finger at proximal nail bed and length of the finger between interphalangeal joint and the finger tip (Table 1). Finger pad was then wiped with alcoholic solution before attached to the finger-holder with a tape; to prevent any movements the nail was fastened using double-sided adhesive tape. We allowed a few minutes for the finger to adapt to the new conditions and the skin to regain its natural humidity. Participants were asked to position their left hand on a setup and to put their right hand on a metallic plate connected to the mass to close the circuit.

Electrostatic force measurements (Table 1) were collected and analysed in real-time using Matlab [43]. Two different applied voltages (HV = 2000 V and LV = 1414 V) and two different distances between the finger pad and the plate (HD = 0.50 mm and LD = 0.25 mm) in three combinations (HVHD, HVLD, LVLD) were considered. Each recording lasted roughly 60 s. The voltage was applied in terms of step-function with on-and-off period of 5 s.

**Best estimate finger geometry.** Finger pad shape was approximated with ellipsoidal geometry. Average finger geometry was estimated based on the measured finger dimensions of each participant (Table 1). Best estimate lateral and vertical axis lengths of the finger cross-section at proximal nail fold were taken to be arithmetic mean of their respective measurements, $2a = \text{AM}[a_i]$ and $2b = \text{AM}[b_i]$, respectively. Best estimate longitudinal axis length was taken to be horizontal projection of the arithmetic mean of longitudinal axis lengths, i.e. $2c = \cos 30^\circ \text{AM}[c_i]$.

### 2.3. Finite element modelling of a finger pad–haptic display interaction

The computational framework proposed here incorporates coupling of mechanical (§2.3.1) and electrical domain through discretised parallel plate capacitor model assumption (§2.3.2).

The framework was developed in Mathematica using Wolfram Language [44], including post-processing, data manipulation and visualisation. Numerical analyses were performed using Mathematica finite element environment AceFEM [45], a general multi-physics and multi-field finite element system for Mathematica, and AceGen, automatic code generation package for symbolic generation of new finite elements.

Finite element formulations for modelling finger tissue and contact element without electrostatic component were obtained from AceShare system library. Procedures for parametrised 2D finger pad cross-section structured mesh generation and parametric tactile scenario input, that were developed and implemented in this work, enable the user to perform quick sensitivity and inverse modelling studies [46].
The model incorporates the following free parameters: (i) tissue layer materials, including material parameter values and different constitutive laws, (ii) geometrical properties, including size of the finger pad, thickness of tissue layers, density and depth of finger print ridges, (iii) contact properties, (iv) loading scenario, and (v) applied voltage signal.

2.3.1. Mechanical domain

A 3D multi-scale finite element framework system for simulation of tactile scenarii has been developed earlier in order to obtain spike time predictions of mechano-receptors during finger pad exploration of different surfaces [34]. Present study employs a 2D version of the framework, as due to its computational complexity, the 3D geometry can not be sufficiently detailed, namely it lacks epidermal and papillary ridges. Moreover, a 2D model is also more practical option for performing parametric studies.

The FE model of the finger pad comprises most characteristic subdomains to assure sufficient anatomical accuracy (Fig. 3). The subdomains are (i) cornified and (ii) vital layer of epidermis, i.e. stratum corneum and (vital) epidermis, respectively; (iii) dermis; (iv) hypodermis, i.e. the dermal white adipose tissue or subcutaneous tissue; (v) nail; and (vi) bone.

The material and geometrical properties used in the model were obtained from literature [32, 47], see Table 2. Since the finger pad can exhibit large elastic deformations the hyperelastic Neo-Hookean constitutive law is employed [35, 48, 49]. Built-in two dimensional quadrilateral plane strain F-bar finite elements [50] are utilised. The contact is modelled using contact finite elements with node-to-segment formulation, implemented in terms of Coulomb friction and augmented Lagrange multiplier method [51, 52].

2.3.2. Electrical domain

Integration of the electrical domain within the framework incorporates the finger pad–touch screen interaction within the weakly coupled scheme using staggered procedure.

Equations (3) and (5) or (6) and (7) assume parallel plates, which is appropriate approximation when finger pad is in contact with the screen (although it neglects the finger pad asperities), but due to its distinct curvature, the approximation is far from reality when the finger pad is hovering above the plate (Fig 1b). Denoting \( \mathbf{x} = (x, y) \) as a vector of relative position on the finger pad, an expression for the vertical component of electrostatic force acting on the plates of assumed capacitor can be written as a surface integral of electrostatic pressure as

\[
\bar{F}_{st}^e = \int_A \epsilon_0 U^2 \, dx \, dy \frac{1}{2 \left( \frac{d_m(x)}{e_m} + \frac{d_a(x)}{e_a} + \frac{d_i}{e_i} \right)^2} \tag{8a}
\]
depending on the adopted model. Equations (8a) and (8b) incorporate the change of the geometry of the finger pad–tactile display system under applied loading scenario. Hence, the system is assumed to behave as parallel circuit of parallel plate capacitors with varying thicknesses of dielectrics in series, i.e. \textit{stratum corneum} thickness and air gap are functions of their position on the finger pad, \(d^{sc} = d^{sc}(x, y)\) and \(d^a = d^a(x, y)\) (Fig. 4).

Note that the fringing effect is neglected, and only the normal component of the electrostatic force is considered, since it is assumed horizontal components cancel out due to the symmetry of the fingerprint ridges. \(^{1}\) In-plane deformations of \textit{stratum corneum} caused by horizontal component of the electrostatic force are minimal due to its high axial stiffness. Similar can be assumed regarding the deformations of the insulator, which is here modelled as completely rigid.

In order to implement the electrostatic force into FE code (Fig. 4), (8a) and (8b), which, when applied to parallel plates, simplify to (6) and (7), respectively, need to be discretised over contact nodes \(j\), \(h\vec{F}_e = \sum_j h\vec{F}_{ej}\), hence

\[
h\vec{F}^{st}_{e} = \sum_j \frac{\epsilon_0 U^2 A_j}{2\left(\frac{d^{sc}}{\varepsilon_0} + \frac{d^a}{\varepsilon_0} + \frac{d^1}{\varepsilon_0}\right)^2} \tag{9a}
\]

or

\[
h\vec{F}^{k}_{e} = \sum_j \frac{\epsilon_0 U^2 A_j}{2\left(\frac{d^{sc}}{\varepsilon_0} + \frac{d^a}{\varepsilon_0} + \frac{d^1}{\varepsilon_0}\right)\left(d^{sc} + d^a + d^1\right)} \tag{9b}
\]

Electrostatic force is implemented within the above-mentioned finite contact element (§2.3) as follows: under applied voltage each node forming the contact surface is additionally supplied with adjoint discrete part of electrostatic force, which is calculated using either (9a) or (9b), taking into account contributing area \(A_j\), air gap \(d^a_j\) and relative thickness of \textit{stratum corneum} \(d^{sc}_j\) (Fig. 4). Mechanical and electrical domains are coupled using staggered procedure. At each incremental step, the converged solution of the mechanical domain provides new geometric configuration for the electrical domain. The electrostatic forces are then re-calculated and passed back as new loads to the mechanical domain.

\(^{1}\)The model of the finger is symmetric with respect to its vertical axis, as well as each fingerprint ridge. Since the applied voltage is constant along the plate, horizontal components of electrostatic force in opposite (mirrored) contact nodes are assumed to be equal and opposite.
To evaluate influence the air layer (i.e., gaps between fingerprint ridges) as an insulator during the light touch exploration, the condition of $hF_{ej} = 0$ is enforced for each node $j$ which is not in contact with the reference standard, i.e., the electrostatic force is calculated as in (3) or (5),

$$hF_{ek} = \sum_j \frac{\epsilon_0 U^2 A_j}{2(\epsilon_{sc} + \epsilon_i)(\epsilon_{sc} + d_l)}.$$

(10)

It can be shown that as the normal force increases, the influence of air layer decreases since the nodes in contact contribute to total electrostatic force significantly more than those out of contact.

By assuming that the contact area between a finger pad and a flat surface may be described by a power law as a function of applied normal force $A = kF_n^m$ ([25], further discussed in §2.3.4), and postulating that it can be identified as a main contributing factor to the nominal difference between $hF_e$ and $F_e$, it is proposed that the difference between $hF_e$ and $F_e$ also follows the power law behaviour in terms of the normal force, i.e.,

$$\frac{hF_e - F_e}{hF_e} = \alpha F_n^{-\beta}.$$

(11)

The influence of the air layer is numerically investigated in §3.2.5, where the coefficients $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are determined for the cases of models with and without fingerprints.

2.3.4. Haptic rendering for an electrovibration tactile display

Preprocessing for virtual prototyping is performed by monitoring the normal force $F_n$ and friction $F_t$ when sliding the model of a finger pad over a reference standard, i.e., the surface with specific mechanical and geometrical properties. Then, assuming normal force $F_n$ to be constant and magnitude of perceived frictional force $F_t$ to be a function of finger pad position $r = r(t)$ with respect to the RS, the phenomenon can be treated as modulation of the friction coefficient,

$$F_t(t, r(t)) = \mu(t, r(t))F_n.$$

(12)

To render a sensation on a flat haptic display (HD) that is equivalent to the one perceived when using reference standard (RS), the frictional force $F_t(t, r(t))$ must equal $F_t(t, r(t))$. Hence, as $F_n$ and $\mu$ are assumed constant, friction $F_t(t, r(t))$ is modulated by electrostatic load contribution to the normal force as a function of finger pad position $r(t)$. Equation (1) therefore reads

$$F_t(t, r(t)) = \mu \left( F_n + F_e(t, r(t)) \right),$$

(13)
reflecting location and time dependence [15]. The magnitude of the electrostatic force can be modulated by changing the applied voltage $U$ and can be written in terms of expression (5) as\(^2\)

$$F_e(t, r(t)) = \frac{\epsilon_0 A U(t, r(t))^2}{2\left(\frac{d^{mn}}{\epsilon e} + \frac{d}{\epsilon}\right)(d^{sc} + d^i)}.$$  

(14)

Here, the influence of air layer is neglected for it is challenging to estimate it in advance, and the thickness of stratum corneum $d^{sc}$ is presumed constant. Contact area $A$ is in general unknown as it strongly depends on applied normal load $F_n$. As reported in Adams et al. [25], the relationship between the contact area and the normal force may be written in the form of a power law,

$$A = k F_n^m.$$  

(15)

Taking (13), substituting $F_e(t, r(t))$ with (14), and writing $A$ in a power law form, yields the following expression

$$\text{hd} F_e(t, r(t)) = \text{hd} \mu \left[ \text{hd} F_n + \frac{\epsilon_0 k [\text{hd} F_n]^m U(t, r(t))^2}{2\left(\frac{d^{sc}}{\epsilon e} + \frac{d}{\epsilon}\right)(d^{sc} + d^i)} \right].$$  

(16a)

or, in case we derive from (3),

$$\text{hd} F_e^{st}(t, r(t)) = \text{hd} \mu \left[ \text{hd} F_n + \frac{\epsilon_0 k [\text{hd} F_n]^m U(t, r(t))^2}{2\left(\frac{d^{sc}}{\epsilon e} + \frac{d^i}{\epsilon}\right)^2} \right].$$  

(16b)

Considering (16a), the applied voltage $U(t, r(t))$ can then be estimated as\(^3\)

$$U(t, r(t)) = \sqrt{2\left(\frac{d^{sc}}{\epsilon e} + \frac{d^i}{\epsilon}\right)(d^{sc} + d^i) F_e(r, r(t))}.$$  

(17)

where $F_n = \text{hd} F_n = \text{rs} F_n$ is postulated.

The electrostatic force $F_e(t, r(t))$ needed to simulate apparent friction coefficient $\text{rs} \mu(t, r(t))$ with regard to the actual friction coefficient of the screen $\text{hd} \mu$ may be calculated by equating $\text{hd} F_e(t, r(t)) = \text{rs} F_e(t, r(t))$. Subtracting (12) and (13) and writing the expression in terms of $F_e(t, r(t))$ yields the following relationship:

$$F_e(t, r(t)) = \left[ \frac{\text{rs} \mu(t, r(t))}{\text{hd} \mu} - 1 \right] F_n.$$  

(18)
Taking into account that electrovibrations technique can only increase the apparent friction, hence the quotient between friction coefficients $r^\mu(t, r(t))$ and $h^\mu$ cannot be less than 1, the voltage equation (17) can be rewritten as

$$U^K(t, r(t)) = \sqrt{\frac{2\left(\frac{d_{sc}}{e_0} + \frac{d_i}{e_0}\right)\left(d_{sc} + d_i\right)}{e_0 k F_n^{m-1}}} \left(\frac{r^\mu(t, r(t))}{h^\mu} - 1\right).$$ (19)

Since the vertical loads are relatively small during tactile explorations (< 0.5 N), the linear relationship between the normal force and contact area in (15) is assumed, i.e. power law parameter $m = 1$. As the current framework incorporates 2D model under plane strain assumption, the function of finger pad position reduces to $r = r(t) = x(t)$. Hence, the required voltage may be calculated as follows:

$$U^K(t, r(t)) = \sqrt{\frac{2\left(\frac{d_{sc}}{e_0} + \frac{d_i}{e_0}\right)\left(d_{sc} + d_i\right)}{e_0 k'}} \left(\frac{r^\mu(t, r(t))}{h^\mu} - 1\right).$$ (20a)

or, in case we derive from (3), as

$$U^{ST}(t, r(t)) = \sqrt{\frac{2\left(\frac{d_{sc}}{e_0} + \frac{d_i}{e_0}\right)^2\left(\frac{r^\mu(t, r(t))}{h^\mu} - 1\right)}{e_0 k'}}.$$ (20b)

It may be observed, that in the case of linear relationship between contact area and normal force, the required voltage is independent of the latter.

The examples of using the framework as a tool for haptic rendering are demonstrated in §3.2.4 and §3.3.

3. Results

Here, we first report on values of electrostatic force measured in out-of-contact state using a developed setup (§2.2). This is followed by cross-comparison of analytical predictions, numerical simulations and experimental measurements of electrostatic force using two analytical models, developed computational framework and three sets of experimental data (Meyer et al. [13], Strong and Troxel [16]; current study). The section concludes with two examples of haptic rendering utilising encoding as proposed in §2.3.4.

3.1. Measurements of electrostatic force in out-of contact state

The experimentally obtained measurements of electrostatic force between a finger and a high voltage supplied plate in out-of-contact state using a developed setup (§2.2) are shown in Table 1 and Fig. 5, red boxes.

---

4To distinguish between coefficients, $k'$ is used for linear approximation and $k$ for any other power law parameter $m$. 
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Average measured values were 1.81, 2.95 and 1.31 mN for considered scenarios HVHD (2000 V, 0.50 mm), HVLD (2000 V, 0.25 mm) and LVLD (1414 V, 0.25 mm), respectively. When reducing the air gap from HD (0.50 mm) to LD (0.25 mm) at HV (2000 V), the median electrostatic force increased from $1.85 \pm 0.547$ to $2.73 \pm 1.07$ mN ($\pm \sigma$). Keeping the finger at LD (0.25 mm) and reducing the voltage to LV (1414 V) lowered the median electrostatic force to $1.37 \pm 0.558$ mN.

3.2. Assessment of analytical models

3.2.1. Estimation of the stratum corneum thickness

Strong and Troxel [16] were able to extract the effective thickness of the stratum corneum $d_{sc}$ from the threshold voltage using two insulators of different thicknesses, by equating the tangential forces

$$\frac{\varepsilon_0 A U_2^2 \mu_2}{2\left(d_{i2} + d_{sc}\right)^2} = \frac{\varepsilon_0 A U_3^2 \mu_3}{2\left(d_{i3} + d_{sc}\right)^2}. \tag{21}$$

The results of the above-mentioned experiment were reported for a single trained subject, although Strong and Troxel asserted that the other subject gave similar results in terms of forces, but different effective thickness of the stratum corneum. It is interesting to note that in their experiment they did not use a tribometer, but rather relied on the subjects reporting the ratio between the normal and tangential load.

Postulating $d_1 = 2d_{i2} = d_{i3}$ and $\mu_2 = \mu_3$, expressing effective thickness from (21), and replacing parameters with reported numerical values, namely $U_2 = 73$ V, $U_3 = 110$ V, $d_{i2} = 0.5$ mil and $d_{i3} = 1.0$ mil, $\varepsilon_1 = 4.5$, yields

$$\frac{d_{sc}}{\varepsilon_{sc}} = \frac{d_1}{\varepsilon_1} \cdot \frac{2U_2 - U_3}{U_3 - U_2} = 2.74 \mu m = 0.108 \text{ mil}. \tag{22}$$

Considering $\varepsilon_{sc} \approx 2000$ at 200 Hz [53], it follows that the stratum corneum thickness should equal $d_{sc} = 5.48$ mm, which is an unrealistic value, an order of magnitude larger than the one generally accepted, i.e. $\approx 300 \mu m$ in palmar regions [25, 47, 54].

On the other hand, if stratum corneum thickness is derived from (5), i.e.

$$\frac{\varepsilon_0 A U_2^2 \mu_2}{2\left(d_{sc}^2 + \frac{d_{sc}^2}{\varepsilon_2}\right)\left(d_{sc} + d_{sc}\right)} = \frac{\varepsilon_0 A U_3^2 \mu_3}{2\left(d_{sc}^2 + \frac{d_{sc}^2}{\varepsilon_2}\right)\left(d_{sc} + d_{sc}\right)}, \tag{23}$$

by making the same postulates and using the same numerical values as in (21), it follows that the stratum corneum thickness should equal 76.2 $\mu m$. This value is lower than the reported average, but plausible nonetheless.

3.2.2. Electrostatic force as friction increment

Meyer et al. [13] performed rigorous experimental parametric study which reported on the electrostatic force as a function of voltage and frequency of the input signal.
Friction. A relationship between the lateral and normal force acting on a sliding finger with and without electrovibration was presented for a single subject, indicating that the imposed electrostatic force was 0.25 N with standard error 0.01 N (Fig. 6a). Equations (3) and (5) were utilised using reported values for thickness of stratum corneum and insulator, i.e. \( d^{sc} = 0.200 \) mm and \( d^i = 0.001 \) mm, respectively. Contact area \( A \) was assumed to be 100 mm\(^2\). Relative permittivities of stratum corneum and the insulator were varied; \( \epsilon^{sc} \) was varied from \( 10^3 \) to \( 10^4 \), corresponding to the relevant frequency range and obtained from [53], while \( \epsilon^i \) varied from 1 to 10, covering a range of values for typical insulator materials. Calculating electrostatic force using (5) gives the values that are the same order as forces measured in the above-mentioned experiment (0.05 – 0.35 N), whereas (3) predicts values that are up to three orders of magnitude greater (10 – 600 N), as depicted in Fig. 7.

Voltage dependence. Values of electrostatic force \( F_e \) in relationship to applied voltage \( U \), experimentally obtained by [13], are juxtaposed with analytical results obtained using (3) and (5). Again, area of \( A = 100 \) mm\(^2\) was assumed and stratum corneum thickness was varied from 0.1 to 0.5 mm in steps of 0.1 mm. Results are presented in Fig. 8, where it is established that the large person to person variability can be explained by stratum corneum thickness variability using (5), whereas (3) again overestimates the values by the order of magnitude. Although the effective voltage acting on the capacitor in an electrical circuit as assumed by Meyer et al. [13] is somewhat lower than the actual applied voltage, it is quite clear that (5) presents more adequate description of the phenomenon.

Contact area. An important input parameter open for interpretation is the contact area \( A \), which is dependent on imposed normal load \( F_n \) as formulated by (15). Expressions (16b) and (16a) were fitted to experimental results taken from [13] (Fig. 6a) in order to obtain coefficient \( k \) and load index \( m \). Obtained parameters were used to estimate the accompanying contact area, assuming \( d^{sc} = 0.1 \) mm (taken from Fig. 8b for maximum force) and \( d^i = 0.001 \) mm, whereas all other parameters were as in Table 2. Obtained coefficients are utilised in (15) and the results are juxtaposed to experimental results reported by Adams [55] in Fig. 6b. Note that (5) gives a realistic estimate of the contacting area shown in Fig. 6b by a blue curve, while expression (3) results in unrealistically small value for the contacting area, which is represented by an orange curve hardly distinguishable from the horizontal axis.

3.2.3. Electrostatic force in out-of-contact state

As discussed in §2.3.2, the closed form equations for electrostatic force (6) and (7) cannot be directly used, as it is hard to estimate the contributing area \( A \) a priori due to the finger pad
curvature. Two options were considered:

(i) assuming flat \textit{stratum corneum} positioned above the plate at the distance $d_{a0}$, with varying surface $A$ from 10 to 50 mm$^2$ in step of 10 mm$^2$,

(ii) assuming ellipsoidal geometry of the finger pad and varying the distance in dependence of relative position $(x,y)$,

$$d^a(x, y) = d_{a0} + 2b - \frac{b}{a}\sqrt{a^2 - x^2} - \frac{b}{c}\sqrt{c^2 - y^2}, \quad (24)$$

with semi-axes $2a = 16.70$, $2b = 12.80$ and $2c = 22.5$ mm, based on the best estimate finger geometry (2.2).

In both cases, the voltage $U$ and the initial distance $d_{a0}$ were varied, respectively, from 1000 to 2500 V (Fig. 9a) and from 0 to 0.75 mm (Fig. 9b).

Option (i) provides a good estimate of trends when changing voltage $U$, but fails to capture the influence in change of the distance $d^a$. Relatively low contributing area has to be used to come into the range of measured forces ($A \approx 10 - 20$ mm$^2$). In case of option (ii), both equations correctly predict the trend of approximately doubling of the electrostatic force when increasing the voltage from LVLD to HVLD, although (8a) overestimates the experimental values (experiment – 1.37 to 2.73, (8a) – 2.62 to 5.24 and (8b) – 1.47 to 2.95 mN), but differ in predicting the trend when reducing the air gap from HVHD to HVLD (experiment – 1.85, (8a) – 2.54 and (8b) – 1.76 mN).

In general, one can conclude that (8b) better predicts the behaviour when voltage and distance are varied (Fig. 10). The same figure also plots values for varying thickness of \textit{stratum corneum}, $d_{sc} = 0.38 \pm 0.11$ mm. Note that (8a) is unaffected by the change of the $d_{sc}$.

Moreover, (8b) and (8a) were used to calculate imposed electrostatic force for each individual participant by assuming ellipsoidal geometry (24) of the finger with semi-axes lengths as reported in Table 1 and §2.2. See Fig. 5 for comparison with experimental measurements.

3.2.4. Assessment of numerical implementation

Numerical models implemented in the finite element analysis in terms of (9b) and (9a) were assessed both against the analytical predictions and experimental results. Different tactile scenarios were considered, namely (i) tribometer experiments and voltage dependence of the imposed electrostatic force as reported in [13]; and (ii) hovering finger as in current experimental setup.

\textit{In-contact state}. The computational framework output was verified against experimental results reported by Meyer et al. [13] in a similar manner as analytical models (§3.2.2). The framework was employed using the input parameters as reported ($d^1 = 1 \mu m$, $d_{sc} = 200 \mu m$ and $f = 10$ kHz) and
obtained results were compared with reported electrostatic forces (Fig. 7). Forces in 2D model are given in N/mm, therefore cannot be directly compared with the experimental results without assuming the appropriate contributing out-of-plane width, for which \( \approx 10 \) mm represents a realistic approximation.

**Out-of-contact state.** Analogous scenarios as in experimental procedure were considered in numerical simulations: (i) the applied voltage \( U \) was kept constant at 2000 V and the finger was moved from 1.00 mm towards the plate until the contact was detected; (ii) the finger pad distance \( d^a \) was kept constant at 0.25 mm and the applied voltage was varied from 0 to 2500 V. The numerically obtained values were compared to experimental measurements and analytical predictions assuming ellipsoidal geometry of the finger (§3.2.3) at HVHD, HVLD and LVLD positions (Fig. 5 – green boxes), with out-of-plane width varying from 8 – 10 mm.

### 3.2.5. Influence of the air layer \( d^a \) in in-contact state

The influence of the air layer on imposed electrostatic force for in-contact state was assessed numerically by performing a series of simulations using a developed finite element framework.

Simulation procedure is the following: the finger pad is pressed against the plate with desired normal force (0.1 to 1.0 N in a step of 0.1 N), before the effective voltage of 1000 V is applied. The imposed electrostatic force was determined for four cases: finger pad with and without fingerprints and with and without air layer, i.e. the electrostatic force was evaluated using either (9b) or (10).

The relative contribution of air layer to the total electrostatic force, i.e. the nominal difference between \( h \bar{F}_{ek}^k \) and \( h F_{ek}^k \), for the cases with and without finger prints is depicted in Fig. 11a, together with the fit to the proposed expression (11).

The study shows that considering the electrostatic force at nodes which are not in direct contact with the surface contributes significantly to the total electrostatic force (Fig. 11a). Their contribution to \( h \bar{F}_e \) levels at around 15 % and 40 % in case without and with finger prints, respectively, (Fig. 11b), hence, increase in the frictional force at vertical force values typically used for light touch exploration, (~ 0.5 N, i.e. 0.05 N/mm), is of the order of 10 – 20 %.

### 3.3. Haptic rendering

Here, two examples of using the developed simulation framework as a virtual prototyping tool for texture encoding are presented (§2.3.4): simulation of sliding over a flat surface featuring a sharp transition in friction coefficients (§3.3.1) and simulation of sliding over a texture with distinct geometrical asperities (§3.3.2).

The procedure is the following: first, the analysis is performed using a reference standard, i.e. the surface is modelled as it appears in its physical form. The finger is indented until the prescribed
vertical displacement is reached, before it starts sliding horizontally across the surface. During the simulation, displacements, normal and friction force are monitored in constrained nodes of the finger pad (reference values). Next, the voltage profile, i.e. function of voltage in terms of central position of the finger pad, is calculated from referential friction force values using (20a).

The analysis procedure is then repeated: finger is indented towards the haptic display until the referential normal load is reached. During the sliding procedure, each incremental step is followed by application of the momentary electrostatic force force calculated from the voltage profile as a function of current position.

3.3.1. Surface transition

A reference standard with sharp transition in friction coefficients is considered, namely it increases from 0.5 to 0.6 at \( x = 5 \) mm. Fig. 12a depicts voltage profile, referential friction values and friction modulation induced by applied voltage.

Assuming haptic display has the same friction coefficient as reference standard at \( x < 5 \) mm, i.e. \( \mu = 0.5 \), the applied voltage at the moment of indentation is 0 V. Following the transition, the voltage is gradually increasing until it reaches the value of 1776.73 V, as calculated from (20a)\(^5\). Pearson’s correlation coefficient between referential and modulated friction equals 0.9995.

3.3.2. Sinusoidal texture

Here, we consider a reference standard with geometrical asperities that mimic real texture surface, parametrically described by

\[
y(x) = 0.025(\sin 6x + \cos 12x - 1). \tag{25}
\]

Supposing the friction coefficient of the haptic display equals or is greater than the one of the reference standard, the technique does not render the full experience of the texture, as applying the voltage cannot result into friction reduction. However, assuming the friction coefficient of the haptic display equals or is smaller than the minimal apparent friction coefficient (i.e quotient between momentary referential vertical and horizontal load), the voltage profile can be obtained in full. In the presented case, the coefficient of friction between a reference standard and finger pad is assumed to be 0.1, whereas minimal apparent friction coefficient equals 0.072.

The voltage profile is presented in Fig. 12b on the left in red, with referential friction values and friction modulation induced by applied voltage on the right. The modulated friction clearly reflects the induced voltage profile and gives a good fit to the referential values, i.e. Pearson’s correlation coefficient between referential and modulated friction equals 0.988.

\(^5\)Normal forces up to range 0.2 N are assumed, hence \( k' = 112.0 \text{ mm}^2/\text{N} \)
Deformed shape of the finger pad during FE simulation is shown in Fig. 13. The figures depict the von Mises stress profile for the cases of a finger pad sliding over the reference standard and haptic display with applied electrostatic force. Note, that the difference in stresses profiles is due to the fact the voltage applied is the same for the whole haptic display and therefore renders the sensation of a real texture only when the finger is in motion, but provides no impression of geometrical asperities when the finger is static.

4. Discussion

This work proposes a novel two dimensional multi-physics electro-mechanical computational framework for simulating tactile scenarios and haptic rendering in electrovibration displays. In this context the mechanical and electrical properties of the finger pad and skin tissue are considered and the influence of the air layer as dielectric is quantified.

A literature review of the electrovibrations has been performed, with a focus on the analytical models used to elucidate experimental data. Two different analytical model to estimate the imposed electrostatic force have been proposed in the past by equations (3) and (5) with their extension to consider the air layer given, respectively, by equations (6) and (7). Regardless of the rather lengthy theoretical dispute about the correct mathematical description of the electrostatic force imposed on the finger pad, none of the relevant references provide the thorough comparison between the experimental results and the proposed analytical models. Both models are based on the infinite capacitor assumption and have been implemented in the above-mentioned framework, and their outputs have been compared with experimental values independently gathered and reported in the literature and current study. Although the modern textbooks [41] and research in electrostatic chucks support (6), the performed assessment clearly shows that in the case of electrovibration tactile displays the model (7) gives better estimation of the range of forces measured experimentally, especially in the relevant sliding scenarios.

A great emphasis was placed on modelling finger pad asperities and the profile of the stratum corneum due to its impact on magnitude of the electrostatic force, as even when the bodies are brought into contact, the air gaps are still present, arising from the difference between gross and real contact area [25]. Under infinite plate capacitor model with parallel dielectrics, an air layer between the finger pad and the plate also acts as a dielectric and contributes to the total electrostatic force. Although the relative permittivity of the air is in range with relative permittivity of the insulator, but relatively small when compared to the relative permittivity of the stratum corneum, the numerical analysis of light touch exploration shows that neglecting the air influence may lead to significant difference (cca. 20%).
Although the electrovibration technique has already been implemented in prototype devices, in order to meet expectations of tomorrow’s mass-market a transition from simple fingertip simulation to advanced tactile rendering is required. The implementation of a high fidelity texture rendering system into tablets and mobile phones would result in a more intuitive interaction, enable more natural perception of virtual reality and rebalance the cognitive load, which is currently almost entirely held by the sense of vision.

A simplified linearised relationship for a required voltage $U$ in order to reproduce a desired lateral force profile, given by expression (20a), has been derived. The principle could be implemented into a device equipped only with a finger position sensor and could render real textures based on the approach proposed by Robles-De-La-Torre and Hayward [1]. If a normal force sensor is also present in the device the linearised approximation is not required and equation (19) can be employed instead.

The proposed framework may find application in designing rich haptic stimuli in electrovibration devices in which the characterisation of mechanical and geometrical properties of the exploring finger and skin tissue is essential. The web tool for virtual rendering of the textures, which follows the approach described in §2.3, is already in development and available on-line [56]. In future work a library of textures will be generated and development and evaluation of such a haptic device is foreseen.
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**Table 1: Experimental measurements**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>gender</th>
<th>age</th>
<th>dh</th>
<th>$a_1$ [mm]</th>
<th>$b_1$ [mm]</th>
<th>$c_1$ [mm]</th>
<th>HVHD [mN]</th>
<th>LVLD [mN]</th>
<th>HVLD [mN]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>right</td>
<td>19.18</td>
<td>13.09</td>
<td>26.19</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>right</td>
<td>14.04</td>
<td>11.16</td>
<td>25.67</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>2.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>right</td>
<td>17.65</td>
<td>12.41</td>
<td>24.25</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>3.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iv</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>right</td>
<td>17.89</td>
<td>14.94</td>
<td>26.50</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>2.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>right</td>
<td>16.45</td>
<td>11.66</td>
<td>27.02</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vi</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>right</td>
<td>16.25</td>
<td>11.40</td>
<td>25.26</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>2.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vii</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>right</td>
<td>16.89</td>
<td>12.53</td>
<td>24.18</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>1.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>viii</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>right</td>
<td>16.78</td>
<td>13.20</td>
<td>28.52</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>3.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ix</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>left</td>
<td>18.20</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>28.40</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>4.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>right</td>
<td>14.69</td>
<td>12.80</td>
<td>25.62</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xi</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>right</td>
<td>15.46</td>
<td>12.49</td>
<td>24.99</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>4.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$dh$ - dominant hand (handedness)

$a_1$ - lateral axis length of the finger cross-section at proximal nail fold

$b_1$ - vertical axis length of finger cross-section at proximal nail fold

$c_1$ - length of the finger between interphalangeal joint and the finger tip

HVHD - high voltage, high distance (2500 V, 0.50 mm)

LVLD - low voltage, low distance (1414 V, 0.25 mm)

HVLD - high voltage, low distance (2500 V, 0.25 mm)
Table 2: List of material, geometrical and electrical parameters and their values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter name</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E^{sc}$ Young's modulus of stratum corneum</td>
<td>1.000 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^{ed}$ Young's modulus of epidermis</td>
<td>0.136 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^{d}$ Young's modulus of dermis</td>
<td>0.080 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^{hd}$ Young's modulus of hypodermis</td>
<td>0.034 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^{n}$ Young's modulus of nail</td>
<td>17.000 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu^{sc}$ Poisson’s ratio of stratum corneum</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu^{ed}$ Poisson’s ratio of epidermis</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu^{d}$ Poisson’s ratio of dermis</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu^{hd}$ Poisson’s ratio of hypodermis</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu^{n}$ Poisson’s ratio of nail</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$ coefficient of friction</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a$ finger width</td>
<td>16.68 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b$ finger height</td>
<td>12.79 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_w$ fingerprint ridge width</td>
<td>0.50 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_h$ fingerprint ridge height</td>
<td>0.15 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon_0$ vacuum permittivity</td>
<td>8.856-12 F/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon^{sc}$ relative permittivity of stratum corneum</td>
<td>1650.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon^i$ relative permittivity of insulator</td>
<td>3.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon^a$ relative permittivity of air</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d^{sc}$ thickness of stratum corneum</td>
<td>0.38 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d^i$ thickness of insulator</td>
<td>0.09 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d^a$ thickness of air gap</td>
<td>0.25, 0.50 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_{eff}$ effective voltage</td>
<td>1414, 2000 V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1: Schematic representation of standard capacitor system model for electrovibration in contact [a] and out-of-contact [b]. Note, that the nominal value of $A$ is hard to estimate.
Figure 2: Experimental setup comprises a chemical scale acting as a force sensor and a bench installed over the scale. Finger-holder is attached to the bench with magnets. Vertical position of the finger is set by adjusting the micro-positioners installed on each side of the bench. Tactile plate placed on the scale and finger hovering above are not supposed to be brought in contact.
Figure 3: Schematic representation of the finger pad cross-section; the model comprises six characteristic domains: (i) stratum corneum, (ii) vital epidermis, (iii) dermis, (iv) hypodermis, (v) nail and (vi) bone. Figure depicts representative mesh of a 2D finite element model of a finger pad. The mechanical model of a finger pad employed in presented study is composed of 23,139 nodes and 21,150 elements. Stratum corneum consists of 2,240 nodes and 1,662 elements, epidermis of 10,998 nodes and 10,281 nodes, dermis of 8,208 nodes and 7,677 elements, hypodermis of 1,434 nodes and 1,314 elements, and nail consist of 259 nodes and 216 elements; bone is assumed to be rigid, therefore only fixed boundary conditions are prescribed at its contour.
Figure 4: Schematic representation of implementation of the electrostatic component, based on the parallel plate capacitor assumption, within the finite contact element at the boundary $\Gamma$. For simplification the force is assumed to act on boundary nodes, i.e. nodes forming the potential contact between the finger pad and the surface.
Figure 5: Box-whiskers chart around median confidence interval of electrostatic force for considered hovering scenarios: HVHD (2000 V, 0.50 mm), LVLD (1414 V, 0.25 mm) and HVLD (2000 V, 0.25 mm): experimental measurements – red; analytical predictions calculated from (8b) – blue and (8a) – orange assuming elliptical model for each participant; numerical simulations using (7) – green.
Figure 6: [a] Friction $F_t$ as a function of normal force $F_n$: figure depicts box-whiskers chart around median confidence interval of experimental measurements [13] for the case of electrostatic on – purple and electrostatic off – red together with analytical fit $F_t = 0.3F_n$ – green; approximation to experimental measurements with electrostatic on is done by assuming power law for contact area, $A = kF^m$: $k = 0.446$ and $m = 0.489$ for (16b) – orange, and $k = 125.359$ and $m = 0.489$ for (16a) – blue. [b] Contact area as a function of normal force $F_n$ obtained by fitting to experimental results: fit to (16b) – orange and fit to (16a) as above; measurements of gross – green and ridge – red contact area as reported in [55] together with power law approximation, $k = 107.626$, $m = 0.52$ and $k = 63.000$, $m = 0.68$, respectively.
Figure 7: Imposed electrostatic force $F_e$ as a function of $\epsilon^{sc}$ and $\epsilon^i$ for a typical range calculated from (3) – orange, and (5) – blue. Contact area $A$ is assumed 100 mm$^2$, thicknesses of stratum corneum and insulator are 0.200 and 0.001 mm, respectively, and effective voltage $U_{eff}$ is 140 V. Note the logarithmic scale.
Figure 8: Imposed electrostatic force $F_e$ as a function of applied voltage $U$ calculated [a] using (3) – orange, and [b] using (5) – blue, for varying thickness of stratum corneum (from 0.1 to 0.5 in steps of 0.1 mm) and juxtaposed with experimental measurements reported by Meyer et al. [13] – green. Contact area $A$ is assumed 100 mm$^2$, all other parameters as in Table 2. Note the logarithmic scale.
Figure 9: Comparison between experimental measurements – red and analytical predictions of electrostatic force $F_e$ calculated using (3) – orange, and (5) – blue, as a function of [a] effective voltage, and [b] distance between the plate and the finger pad, under assumption of flat stratum corneum for different contributing areas $A$. As discussed earlier (Fig. 5), the red boxes show measurements for different loading scenarios: [a] HVLD and LVLD at 1414 and 2000 V, respectively, and [b] HVLD and HVHD at 0.25 and 0.50 mm, respectively.
Figure 10: Comparison between experimental measurements - red and analytical predictions of electrostatic force $F_e$ calculated using (3) - orange, and (5) - blue, as a function of [a] effective voltage, and [b] distance between the plate and the finger pad, under assumption of ellipsoidal geometry of the finger pad for different thicknesses of stratum corneum. As discussed earlier (Fig. 5), the red boxes show measurements for different loading scenarii: [a] HVLD and LVLD at 1414 and 2000 V, respectively, and [b] HVLD and HVHD at 0.25 and 0.50 mm, respectively.
Figure 11: [a] Relative contribution of air layer to the electrostatic force in relation to normal force in case without fingerprint ridges – blue and with fingerprint ridges – orange. Fit to the proposed expression (11) – green gives parameter values $\alpha = 0.03$, $\beta = 0.65$ and $\alpha = 0.17$, $\beta = 0.49$ for the cases with and without fingerprint ridges, respectively. [b] Electrostatic force in relation to normal force for the cases when contribution of the air layer is considered ($hF_e$) – orange and when its influence is neglected ($hF_e$) – blue. Square plot markers denote the simulation using the finger pad model without fingerprint ridges (i.e. $R_h = 0$), while circle plot markers denote the simulation using the finger pad model with fingerprint ridges. Green solid line plots analytical prediction according to (7).
Figure 12: Haptic rendering of [a] flat surface with transition in friction from 0.5 to 0.6; [b] sinusoidal surface with sufficiently small coefficient of friction. Plots on the left in red show voltage scenario for each respective case calculated from (20a). Plots on right depicts frictional force as a function on finger position; reference values are plotted in blue, whereas modulated friction output is plotted in orange.
Figure 13: [a] Deformed shape of the finger pad sliding over the sinusoidal surface (left and closeup [b]) and corresponding situation of the finger pad sliding over the haptic display (right and closeup [c]). In case of haptic display, boundary nodes are additionally loaded with electrostatic force given in terms of applied voltage – the captured situation depicts application of $1911.12 \text{ V}$, calculated in terms of second voltage profile. i.e. coefficient of friction of the haptic display in this instant is $\mu \leq 0.072$. The contour plots in [a]-[c] represent the von Mises stresses.
Highlights

- experimental assessment of electrovibration analytical models is performed
- electrostatic force between finger pad and high voltage supplied plate was measured
- FE framework for tactile scenarios on real and virtual surfaces is presented
- an algorithm for haptic rendering using electrovibration technique is proposed
- influence of air-layer between finger pad and haptic display is investigated